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JPMorgan Chase, the biggest US bank, has revealed a surprise trading
loss of $2bn (£1.2bn) on complex investments made by its traders.
But the film’s most impressive special effect has gone largely unnoticed.
This was the demonstration made somewhat famous by the presence of President
Nixon, walking through the crowd unannounced and without Secret Service in
the middle of the night, talking with protesters.
Ultimately, however, history will care only that Obama was the first
president to acknowledge that same-sex marriage is a national issue
involving the civil rights of millions of Americans.
America has become the true “Lord of War,” as the arms dealer motto goes.
We are the leading arms supplier to the developing world and we are
responsible for the majority of all weapons sales across the globe.
The Avengers presents us with a vision of Scarlett Johansson in a skin-tight
leather catsuit, and then convinces us that the most interesting thing about
her is what she’s thinking.
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the sea unveils

2.
postcards during  thinking

1.
reintrepretation as it had
the end of to explain
rather meant

3.
the loss of lamenting
by thinking
as a seige
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traveling as well as essence such desires

x x x x x

in post-historical political reality
practical work after photographs
of exotic snow

x x x x x

accidentally haromnious
tomorrow

events between writing
and the photographic framework
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oje track
ica surprising,
ect to
cal international
dru but
oug the
mpo in
rov places.



exa in-depth
ari embrace
ure works
pme traces.
gra is
lir clusters
efo city

tog religion,
erw invites
14) linear

ena thus
off approaching
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semi p oje track
with the ica surprising,
huma ect to
works cal international
signix dru but
rad oug the
who ha mpo in
a fert rov places.

of far exa in-depth
cond ari embrace
comn ure works
narrations, o pme traces.
and ra gra is
atmosphere lir clusters
language, efo city



economy, tog religion,
in va erw invites
science, 14) linear

or h per ena thus
multi-layered off approaching
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semi p oje track four-
with the ica surprising, practic
huma ect to moving
works cal international pane
signix dru but kirsoz
rad oug the billo
who ha mpo in unic
a fert rov places. leadi

of far exa in-depth experimer
cond ari embrace spart
comn ure works skac
narrations, o pme traces. asha
and ra gra is othe
atmosphere lir clusters flimc
language, efo city macch

economy, tog religion, discurrent
in va erw invites form p
science, 14) linear wanij

or h per ena thus lux foct
multi-layered off approaching xpar
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if is kleinrug 26 dethe applicu 30
government lumpenproletaria this thr
machine. poet civil 22 ur d 4 elect
many acad activist th 14 hi d cited
world emar ensemble psychogeography
internet internatic constellations un
instantaneous havng foray 4 m april 2
family, multidisciplinary perspectives,
societ using is arv attempting holru
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if is kleinrug 26 dethe
applicu 30 societ using
is arv attempting holru
government lumpenprolet
aria this thr family, m
ultidisciplinary perspe
ctives, instantaneous h
avng foray 4 m april 24
machine. poet civil 222
ur d 4 elect internet i
nternatic constellation
s un world emar ensembl
ey psychogeography many
acad activist th 14 hid
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but some are. iit ruins
tha itself tov do ope
rise simultaneously in
othen infellect logical
inteffect moving and
dire desire there is no

x
xxx
x

to e
to see
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pales body harmony
of violent psychologies

shadowdawn
catharsis-limitations

pools of phrases
construct juxtapositions

drumming battles refuse

xx
xxx



broken identity
historically simplifies

memoir
to enable the sentence
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ritualistic gestures capacity
nature carpets praxis

self-construction marks
the convenient woodpecker

x x x x x

self-construction posing
festive flagpoles

x x x x x

self-construction
irrevocable tealeaves
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cavernous transformed
by exiting
new species
plays ghost
to the present pasts

x x x x x

underground aboriginal
opens to presence
invoked against discourse

x x x x x

unspoken witness singing
the prevailing blood
of feverish signature
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stupors of the urban narrative ||
emerge from a desire who pursue |
the eye with wanders of the heart
as naive paths from a dangerous |
angle taught vortex and textual |
belief exits as a source of |||||
exuberant animals fishing the |||
possible testimony ||||||||||||||
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stupors of the urban
narrative || possibl
e testimony ||||||||
|||||| exuberant ani
mals fishing the |||
emerge from a desire
who pursue || belief
exits as a source of
||||| angle taught v
ortex and textual ||
the eye with wanders
of the heart as naiv
e paths from a dange
rous |||||||||||||||
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stupors of the urbanrous
||||||||||||||| narrativ
e || possible paths from
a dangee testimony |||||
||| of the heart as naiv
|||||| exuberant antithe
eye with wanders mals fi
shing the ||| cortex and
textual || emerge from a
desire ||||| angle taugh
t vwho pursue || beliefe
xits as a source of ||||
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stupors of the urbanrousxits as
a source of |||||||||||||||||||
narrativt vwho pursue || belief
ee || possible paths from desir
e ||||| angle taugha dangee tes
antimony ||||| textual || emerg
e from a ||| of the heart as na
ivshing the ||| cortex and ||||
|| exuberant antitheeye with wa
nders mals fi tapers of the urb
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stupors of the urbanrousxits asunders
mauls fi tapers of the urbank sour ce
of ||||||||||||||||||| exuber ant ant
itheeye with wan arrativt vwho pursue
|| beliefiveshingle the ||| cortex an
d |||| ee || possible paths from desk
fire from a i|||ness of the heart ash
nae ||||| angle taugha dangee tes ant
imony ||||| textual || emerg emer eme
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|| beliefiveshingle the ||| cortex animony
||||| textual || emerg emer emestupors oof
the urbanrousxits asunders nae ||||| angle
taugha dangee tes antmauls fi tapers of th



e urbank sour ce fire from a i|||ness of t
he heart ash of ||||||||||||||||||| exuber
ant ant dri|||| ee|| possible paths from d
eskit theeye with wan arrativt vwho pursue
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desk kit the eye with wan arrativt
vwho pursue || beliefiveshingle th
e ||| cortex animony ant ant dri||
|| ee|| possible paths from di||||
| textual || emerg emer emestupors
oof he heart ash of ||||||||||||||
||||| exuber the urbanrousxits asu
nders nae ||||| anglee urbank sour
ce fire from a i|||ness of ttaugha
dangee tes antmauls fi tapers ofth
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danger eates antmauls fi
tapers ofth | textual ||
emerg emer emestupors ||
ee|| possible paths from
di|||| ex ||| cortex ant
imony ant ant dri|| vwho
pursue || belief hive sh
ingle th spoof the heart
rash of |||||||||||||| d
esk kit the eye with wan
arrativt ||||| exuberthe



urbanrousxits asuit plun
ders nave ||||| angler e
surbank sour ice fire fr
om ant i||ness ofttaugha
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minim demons crumpled
fibers porcupine grid

rectangular chicken austerity
mozambique intertwined machho

synthetic feathers
irreverently metal pages

unruly bhag lanch tana
tender vilence slacks the lattice
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on wednesday time stands operc
percolates signs by a door a
jar of cut scum bidc fort prio
exits consumer applesauce
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shortly before the absurd
nibbling hollow postwar
sneeze shells thirty-meat
parachute prophecy awaiting
the crab-lines onion
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putir crepr trul ana pea
squarefo thour drone knwan

controiled hings are procece

a growling armada
of nameless destroy

x x x x x

we are talking about
before it) and reapers,
terror). its

x x x x x

believe in the swervice
of committens fort hat
legal mindes snow by their

own decade (minus,
fact, verscion seams,
renounced de-election
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drone knanj warcom
beaucau secret. (
endangered.) chamber they

mucus for the rest of
lyrking campa directly
somacovb anyone rau
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toe kitchen gust
mong chicken non
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hole cuisine claustic
electrical fires scurvy
through the yarrow
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toe mong hole through
kitchen chicken cuisine
fires the gust
non claustic scurvy yarrow
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yarrow gust cuisine through
hole chicken the scurvy claustic
fires kitchen mong toe non
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yarrow hole fires
gust chicken kitchen
cuisine the mong
through scurvy toe
claustic non
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on every sort of glue
for pictures of gold,
if you have not a bla
dder cut up thick par



chment or vellum. ...
Prepare also the skin
of an eel. ... Prepar
e thus also the bones
of the head of the wo
lf-fish, washed and d
ried, carefully washe
d in warm water three
times. To whicch ever
of these you have pre
pared, add a third pa
rt of very transparen
t gum, simmer it a li
ttle, and you can kee
p it as long as you w
ish. on every sort of
glue for pictuures of
gold, if you have not
a bla dder cut up thi
ck par chment or vell
um. ... Prepaare also
the skin of an eel. .
.. Prepar e thus also
the bones of the head
of the wolf-fish, was
hed and d ried, caref
ully washe d in warrm
water three times. To
whicch evver of these
you have pre pared, a
dd a third pa rt of v
ery transparen t gum,
simmer it a li tttle,
and you can kee pp it
as long as you w ish.
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washed and dand d ried, caref
every sort of gluelong as you
w ish. picctures of gold, you
can kee pp it you havve not a
blait a li tttle, cut up thick
partransparen t gum, or vellum
. ... a third pa rt of valso t
he skinhave pre pared, aan eel
. ... Preparevver of these thu
s also the bonesthree times. T
othe head of the wowashhe d in
warrm carefully washethe wolf-
fish, wasin warm water threebo
nes of the head To whicch ever
Prepar e thus also these you h
ave preskin of an eel. . add a
third pa ... Prepaare alsoof v
ery transparenpar chment or ve
llgum, simmer it at libla dder
cut up thiand you can keeif yo
u have not it as long as you w
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